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Abstract—This paper provides a comprehensive investigation into the electromagnetic vibration associated with the sideband harmonic components introduced by space vector pulse width modulation applied in integral-slot permanent magnet synchronous machine drives. The critical permanent magnet, armature reaction, and sideband magnetic field components, which are the primary causes for sideband electromagnetic vibration in integral-slot permanent magnet synchronous machines, are identified. The analytical derivations of the magnetic field components are carried out, and amplitudes and frequencies of the resultant sideband radial electromagnetic force components are obtained. Furthermore, the proposed models of the sideband radial electromagnetic force components are incorporated into the vibration model to analytically evaluate the corresponding sideband electromagnetic vibrations of the machine. Experimental tests on an integral-slot permanent magnet synchronous machine drive are comprehensively performed to confirm the validity and accuracy of the analytical models. Not only can the validated analytical models offer insightful details in understanding the impacts of the key factors, such as operation conditions, machine geometry, electromagnetic and power converter parameters, on the sideband electromagnetic vibration, but also can be readily extended to assess and reduce noise in integral-slot permanent magnet synchronous machine drives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E VER-INCREASING demands on electric machine drives with high performance and easy fabrication in various existing and emerging applications are reviving the research interests in permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) [1], which possess various distinctive advantages such as high torque density, great efficiency, compact structure, and fast dynamic response [2]. In general, PMSMs can be classified according to the number of slots per pole per phase: integral-slot and fractional-slot configurations. The integral-slot designs have long been a preferred choice with PMSM drive designers due to the high winding factor and simple layout. However, electromagnetic vibration, as one of the parasitic effects, is always of significant concern throughout the design and operation stages of the PMSM drive. Such vibration is attributed to the electromagnetic forces acting upon the stator and rotor cores which are induced by the air-gap magnetic field. There are generally two approaches to analyze electromagnetic forces and their related vibration in PMSMs: numerical and analytical. The electromagnetic forces can be divided into radial and circumferential ones in conventional radial-flux PMSM, which are associated with the forced radial and torsional vibrations, respectively. It is noteworthy that the electromagnetic torque is the manifestation of the circumferential ones in radial-flux machine. The investigation and
minimization of cogging torque and torque ripple [3]–[7] and their resultant torsional vibration [8]–[10] in PMSMs using analytical and numerical methods have been well covered. Meanwhile, the characteristics of radial electromagnetic force [11]–[14] and vibration [15]–[17] have also been extensively studied by analytical and numerical approaches.

The aforementioned studies typically only focus on the electromagnetic forces and vibrations associated with the low frequency air-gap magnetic fields, which are contributed by the permanent magnets (PMs) and low-order current harmonic components. Meanwhile, space vector pulsewidth modulation (SVPWM) technique has been routinely implemented to achieve excellent steady-state and dynamic performances in PMSM drives. However, SVPWM technique will inevitably generate sideband harmonic components, whose frequencies are generally located nearby the carrier frequency and its multiples, during the intrinsic switching process. The sideband harmonic components will generate high frequency harmonic magnetic fields which become one of the main causes of high-frequency electromagnetic vibration and noise in PMSM drives. As the amplitudes of the sideband harmonic components are relatively small, the resultant sideband electromagnetic torque ripple will be trivial compared with the low-frequency ones. Despite the small amplitudes of the sideband radial electromagnetic forces, the corresponding high frequencies are sometimes much closer to the natural resonance frequencies of the radial vibration modes and hence susceptible to high radial electromagnetic vibration and importantly severe ear-piercing acoustic noise. Consequently, the sideband harmonic magnetic fields and the associated high frequency radial electromagnetic forces are of particular importance for electromagnetic vibration analysis in PMSM drives. The high-frequency sideband electromagnetic vibration generated by SVPWM technique is distinguished from that close to the fundamental electrical frequency. The unpleasant high-frequency electromagnetic noise associated with such sideband electromagnetic vibration is quite a common issue in many different applications, such as electric propulsion and elevators.

However, the literature on high-frequency electromagnetic vibration and acoustic noise related to pulsewidth modulation (PWM) techniques is very limited. Novel PWM techniques which employ trapezoidal modulator with fixed [18], variable frequency triangular [19], and sinusoidal [20] carrier signal, as well as random switching frequency [21], [22], have been proposed and investigated in order to reduce the acoustic noise in the drives. Moreover, a simplistic switching frequency strategy is implemented to avoid close proximity to the natural frequencies for vibration and noise reduction [23]. However, evident audible noise can still occur even though the excitation frequencies are far away from the natural ones. Thus, it is proposed that an active filter is introduced between the voltage source inverter (VSI) and induction machine to improve the acoustic behavior [24]. Nonetheless, those studies are all carried out for induction machine drives and unlikely to be applicable for PMSM ones as the mechanism of electromagnetic flux generation is different.

There is a dearth of research on sideband electromagnetic vibration and acoustic noise originated from SVPWM technique, especially in PMSM drives. As SVPWM carrier frequency is normally two orders of magnitude higher than the electrical frequency of the machine, excessively small time steps are essential for numerical simulation to accurately predict the sideband harmonic components. This makes the finite element analysis (FEA) approach computationally extremely demanding and no longer practical for the sideband electromagnetic vibration evaluation. Therefore, it is of particular importance to develop fast yet effective analytical methods for sideband harmonic components. Not until quite recently have there been focused investigations on full direct analytical developments of sideband voltage and current harmonic components in the induction machine [25] and PMSM [26] drive systems with SVPWM technique. This paper extends from the analytical sideband current harmonic model [26] to the corresponding radial electromagnetic force density and hence vibration derivations in integral-slot PMSM drives. In order to derive the analytical expressions for the radial electromagnetic forces, it is particularly important to decompose the air-gap magnetic field into the key radial and circumferential components. The air-gap magnetic field components, contributed by permanent magnet, low-frequency armature current components, and high-frequency sideband current harmonics, are first revealed and investigated. The critical permanent magnet, armature reaction, and sideband magnetic field components, which are primarily responsible for the sideband electromagnetic vibration in integral-slot PMSM drive, are then identified and analytically obtained, and followed by the analytical derivations of the amplitudes and frequencies of the resultant critical sideband radial electromagnetic force components. Furthermore, the proposed models of the sideband radial electromagnetic force components are incorporated into the vibration model to analytically evaluate the corresponding electromagnetic vibrations of the machine. Finally, comprehensive experimental tests on a prototype integral-slot PMSM drive are carried out and the broadly close agreements between the analytical and experimental results have confirmed the accuracy and validity of the analytical models. The factors which affect the sideband radial electromagnetic force density, such as electrical parameters, control strategy, power converter parameters, and operational condition, have all been taken into considerations during the analytical derivations. Therefore, not only can the proposed analytical approach promptly assess the sideband electromagnetic vibration during the design stage of integral-slot PMSM drive with SVPWM technique, but also serve as an effective tool for minimization during optimization stage.

II. LOW-FREQUENCY AIR-GAP MAGNETIC FIELD

Generally, the interactions between the PM and low-frequency armature magnetomotive forces (MMFs), together with air-gap variation due to slot openings and rotor saliency effects, will result in abundant low-frequency magnetic field components in the air gap of integral-slot PMSMs. Therefore, it is of particular importance to reveal those components and identify the critical ones for sideband electromagnetic
vibration study. In order to obtain the analytical expressions of the magnetic field, it is assumed that the superposition principle of the magnetic field is valid.

A. PM Magnetic Field

It is assumed that the rotation direction of the fundamental, the \( p^{th} \)-order magnetic field is defined as positive. Then the MMF provided by PMs can be presented as

\[
f_r(\theta, t) = \sum_{p} F_{r,p} \cos(vp\theta - \nu_1 t)\]

where \( \nu = 2k - 1, k = 1, 2, \ldots \). By taking the slot opening and rotor saliency effects into account, the air gap permeance distribution can be expressed as

\[
\lambda(\theta, t) = \Lambda_0 \cdot \Lambda_r(\theta, t) \cdot \Lambda_s(\theta, t)
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\Lambda_r(\theta, t) &= \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \frac{\Lambda_{2m}}{\Lambda_0} \cos(2m\nu_1 t) \\
\Lambda_s(\theta, t) &= \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\Lambda_{nZ}}{\Lambda_0} \cos(nZ\theta)
\end{align*}
\]

The PM magnetic field in the air gap can be derived by applying Hopkinson’s law as

\[
b_r(\theta, t) = f_r(\theta, t) \cdot \lambda(\theta, t)
\]

By substituting equations (1) and (3) into (4), all the magnetic field components with different spatial orders and frequencies can be obtained accordingly. The flux density in equation (4) can be divided into two parts: slotless components and slot harmonic components. The slotless ones can be expressed as \( f_r\Lambda_0\Lambda_r \) and presented as

\[
b_{r1}(\theta, t) = \sum_{p} B_{r1,p} \cos(vp\theta - \nu_1 t)
\]

where

\[
B_{r1,p} = \frac{F_{r1} + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{F_{r(m-1)}}{2} + \frac{F_{r(m+1)}}{2}}{2} \Lambda_2
\]

Particularly, the fundamental component can be expressed as

\[
B_{r1} = F_{r1} + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{F_{r(2m-1)}}{2} + \frac{F_{r(2m+1)}}{2} \Lambda_2
\]

On the other hand, the slot harmonic components can be expressed as

\[
b_{r2}(\theta, t) = \sum_{n} B_{r2,n} \cos((v_n \pm nZ)\theta - \nu_1 t)
\]

where \( B_{r2,n} \) is presented as

\[
B_{r2,n} = \frac{B_{r2,n}\Lambda_{nZ}}{2\Lambda_0}
\]

Thus, the magnetic field components contributed by PMs are derived and given in Table I. Generally, the fundamental component is the main one for most of the cases.

B. Low-Frequency Armature Reaction Magnetic Field

The MMF provided by low-frequency current armature reaction can be expressed as

\[
f_s(\theta, t) = \sum_{p} \sum_{\nu} F_{s_{\nu,\pm}} \cos(\nu p \theta - \nu_1 t - \theta_\nu)
\]

where \( \nu \pm 6k + 1, k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) refers to the corresponding low-frequency current harmonics, especially \( \nu = 1 \) represents the fundamental one, while \( \nu \) is related to the winding arrangement. In integral-slot PMMSM, for single layer integral slot machine, \( \nu = (\pm 3k + 1) \) and \( (\pm 6k + 1), k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), for single-layer and double-layer windings, respectively.

Similarly, the low-frequency armature reaction magnetic field components can be derived by applying Hopkinson’s law as

\[
b_s(\theta, t) = f_s(\theta, t) \cdot \lambda(\theta, t)
\]

They can also be divided into slotless and slotted ones. The slotless ones can be derived and written as

\[
b_{s1}(\theta, t) = \sum_{\nu} \sum_{\kappa} B_{s_{\nu,\pm,\kappa}} \cos((\kappa \pm 2m)\nu_1 t - (\nu \pm 2m)\theta_\nu)
\]

where

\[
B_{s_{\nu,\pm,\kappa}} = \frac{F_{s_{\nu,\pm}} \Lambda_{2m}}{2}
\]

By neglecting the armature reaction of harmonic currents, the fundamental magnetic field can be simplified as

\[
b_{s1}(\theta, t) \simeq F_{s(\nu=\kappa=1)} \Lambda_0 \cos(\nu_1 t - \theta_1) + F_{s(\nu=\kappa=1)} \Lambda_2 \frac{\Lambda_2}{2} \cos(\nu_1 t + \theta_1)
\]

where, \( \theta_1 = \pi/2 - \arctan(i_d/i_q) \). On the other hand, the slotted ones can be expressed as

\[
b_{s2}(\theta, t) = \sum_{\nu} \sum_{\kappa} \sum_{m} \sum_{n} B_{s_{\nu,\pm,\kappa,m,n}} \cos((\kappa \pm 2m)\nu_1 t + (\nu \pm 2m)\theta_\nu)
\]

where

\[
B_{s_{\nu,\pm,\kappa,m,n}} = \frac{F_{s_{\nu,\pm}} \Lambda_{2m} \Lambda_{nZ}}{4}
\]

All the magnetic field components induced by low-frequency armature reaction are obtained and given in Table I accordingly.
C. Analytical Model of Critical Components

The fundamental component, first item in Table I, is normally designed as the primary one to optimize the overall performance of integral-slot PMSM drive. On the other hand, the fundamental component of the armature current is the dominant one in PMSM drive with SVPWM technique, while the integral-slot configuration makes the \(p^{th}\) spatial order component much larger than the higher order ones. Therefore, the \(p^{th}\) spatial order component generated by the fundamental current component, second item in Table I, is the major one from the low-frequency armature reaction in integral-slot PMSM drive. Obviously, these two main components have the same spatial order and electrical frequency, thus they can be synthesized by superposition principle as the critical air-gap magnetic field components in integral-slot PMSM, which will interact with the critical sideband ones to generate sideband electromagnetic vibration. Without loss of generality, the analytical derivation in \(d-q\) model of this critical air-gap magnetic field component is carried out here.

The air-gap flux linkages related to the critical magnetic field component in \(d\) - and \(q\)-axes of integral-slot PMSM can be approximately expressed as

\[
\psi_{ad} = L_{ad} i_d + \psi_f, \quad \psi_{aq} = L_{aq} i_q
\]

where the \(d\)- and \(q\)-axis inductances are the component contributed only by the \(p^{th}\) spatial harmonic component in the machine. As the \(d\)-axis is the position reference for the air-gap magnetic field, and the expressions of the critical magnetic field component can be derived accordingly as

\[
b_d = \frac{(L_{ad} i_d + \psi_f) \cos(\theta \omega t)}{\alpha \tau_p N K_{dp} L_{ef}}, \quad b_q = \frac{L_{aq} i_q \sin(\theta \omega t)}{\alpha \tau_p N K_{dq} L_{ef}}
\]

(18)

where \(\alpha\) can be approximated as \(2/\pi\). With the superposition principle, the critical air-gap magnetic field component can be synthesized as

\[
b_0(\theta, t) = B_0 \cos(\phi \omega t - \theta_0)
\]

(19)

where

\[
B_0 = \frac{\sqrt{(L_{ad} i_d + \psi_f)^2 + (L_{aq} i_q)^2}}{\alpha \tau_p N K_{dp} L_{ef}}
\]

(20)

\[
\theta_0 = \arctan \frac{L_{aq} i_q}{L_{ad} i_d + \psi_f}
\]

By neglecting the voltage drop of the winding resistances, \(\theta_0 \approx \delta\) can be obtained. It can be presented in the stator stationary reference frame as

\[
b_0(\theta, t) = B_0 \cos(\phi \omega t - \omega_1 t - \delta)
\]

(21)

However, the nonlinearity of ferromagnetic material will inevitably bring about magnetic saturation in the PMSMs under heavy load operations. This will result in interactions between the magnetic field components from the PMSMs and armature reaction so that the normal superposition principle is no longer valid and applicable. Consequently, the parameters, such as \(L_{ad}, L_{aq},\) and \(\psi_f\), are current-dependent and can be accurately evaluated by FEA with frozen permeability technique.

III. SIDEBAND AIR-GAP MAGNETIC FIELD

The SVPWM technique will generate clusters of sideband voltage and current harmonic components near integral multiples of the switching frequency in the stator windings of the integral-slot PMSMs. These sideband current harmonic components will induce numerous high-frequency sideband magnetic field components in the machine. Thus, it is essential to identify the critical sideband current harmonic components and their associated key magnetic field components for sideband electromagnetic vibration in integral-slot PMSM drives.

A. Sideband Armature Reaction Magnetic Field

Resembling the low-frequency current armature reaction, the \(\mu\)-order sideband current induced MMF can be presented as

\[
f_\mu(\theta, t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} F_{\mu k} \cos(\omega_\mu t - k p \omega t - \phi_\mu)
\]

(22)

where \(\omega_\mu\) is related to the \(\mu\)-order sideband induced MMF.

\[
b_\mu(\theta, t) = \frac{F_{\mu k} \cos(\omega_\mu t - k \mu \omega t - \phi_\mu)}{\alpha \tau_p N K_{dp} L_{ef}}
\]

(23)

and the respective slotless and slotted ones can be obtained as

\[
b_\mu(\theta, t) = \sum_{k} \sum_{m} B_{\mu km} \cos((\omega_\mu \pm 2m_\omega) t - (k \mu \omega t - \phi_\mu))
\]

(24)

and

\[
b_\mu(\theta, t) = \sum_{k} \sum_{m} \sum_{n} B_{\mu kmn} \cos((\omega_\mu \pm 2m_\omega) t - (k \mu \omega t \pm n \omega t - \phi_\mu))
\]

(25)

where

\[
B_{\mu 1} = F_{\mu 1} \Lambda_0, B_{\mu km} = \frac{F_{\mu k} \Lambda_{2m}}{2},
\]

\[
B_{\mu kmn} = \frac{B_{\mu km} \Lambda_n}{2}
\]

(26)

All the magnetic field components generated by sideband armature reaction are derived and given in Table II.

B. Analytical Model of Critical Components

For certain current harmonic component, the \(p^{th}\) spatial order component of the air-gap magnetic field related is the dominant one in integral-slot PMSM. Therefore, the \(p^{th}\) spatial order component induced by the main sideband current harmonic components, first item in Table II, is the critical one. From the rotor synchronous reference frame, the \((\omega_\mu \pm 3\omega_1)\)-

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{No.} & \text{Spatial Order} & \text{Frequency} & \text{Amplitude} \\
\hline
1 & p & \omega_1 & B_{\mu 1} \\
2 & (k \pm 2m)p & \omega_\mu \pm 2m_\omega & B_{\mu km} \\
3 & (k \pm 2m)p \pm nZ & \omega_\mu \pm 2m_\omega & B_{\mu kmn} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
and $2\omega_s$-order harmonic currents are the main ones in first and second carrier frequency domains, respectively [25], [26]. Normally, the sideband harmonic components beyond the first carrier frequency domain have quite high electrical frequencies that are not sensitive to auditory. Without loss of generality, only the main components in the first carrier frequency domains are considered and expressed as [26]

$$
\begin{align*}
    i_d & = \frac{C_{12}U_{dc} \sin(\omega_d t + 3\omega_1 t + \delta)}{2(\omega_s + 3\omega_1) L_d} \\
    i_q & = \frac{C_{14}U_{dc} \sin(\omega_d t + 3\omega_1 t + \delta)}{2(\omega_s + 3\omega_1) L_q}
\end{align*}
$$

(27)

The detailed analytical expressions of coefficients $C_{12}$ and $C_{14}$ are provided in Appendix. The fundamental air-gap flux density components can be analytically derived. By substituting (27) into (31), the corresponding sideband radial force density components can be expressed as

$$
\begin{align*}
    b_{dp} &= \frac{L_{rad} i_d}{\alpha_\tau_p N K_{dp} L_c f} \cos(\phi d), \\
    b_{dq} &= \frac{L_{aq} i_q}{\alpha_\tau_p N K_{dp} L_c f} \sin(\phi d)
\end{align*}
$$

(28)

By substituting (27) into (28) and applying superposition principle, the corresponding sideband field can be derived and transformed into the stator stationary frame as

$$
\begin{align*}
    b_{12} &= + \sigma_1 B_{p1} C_{12} \sin(\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 2\omega_1) t - \delta) \\
    &+ \sigma_2 B_{p1} C_{14} \sin(\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 2\omega_1) t + \delta) \\
    b_{14} &= \pm \sigma_2 B_{p1} C_{12} \sin(\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 2\omega_1) t + \delta) \\
    &\mp \sigma_1 B_{p1} C_{14} \sin(\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 2\omega_1) t - \delta)
\end{align*}
$$

(29)

where

$$
\begin{align*}
    \sigma_1 &= L_{ad}/L_q + L_{aq}/L_q, \\
    \sigma_2 &= L_{ad}/L_d - L_{aq}/L_q, \\
    B_{p1} &= \frac{U_{dc}}{4\alpha_\tau_p N K_{dp} L_c f (\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)}
\end{align*}
$$

(30)

IV. SIDEBAND RADIAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE DENSITY AND VIBRATION

A. Sideband Radial Electromagnetic Force Density Components

The high-frequency sideband magnetic field components in the air gap will interact with the low-frequency PM and armature reaction ones to produce high-frequency sideband radial electromagnetic force components, which are prone to high-frequency electromagnetic vibration and hence leading to unpleasant acoustic noise despite small amplitudes. The radial and circumferential components of the air-gap magnetic field are required for the calculation of the radial electromagnetic force density. Normally, the radial and circumferential counterparts will have exactly the same spatial orders and frequencies while the amplitudes of the circumferential ones are much smaller than the radial ones. For the sake of simplicity, only the radial components are considered here. Thus, the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components can be derived based on Maxwell Stress Tensor theory as

$$
\begin{align*}
    p_r(\theta, t) &\approx \frac{(b_r(\theta, t) + b_\theta(\theta, t)) b_\theta(\theta, t)}{\mu_0}
\end{align*}
$$

(31)

By substituting the magnetic field components in Table I and II into (31), the comprehensive list of sideband radial electromagnetic force density components can be derived. However, most of them are practically negligible due to their rather small amplitudes. As only the first sideband components considered, there are abundant components with the frequencies near $\omega_s$ which can easily reach up to several thousands or above in practice. Moreover, the PWM switching frequency $\omega_s$ is far larger than frequencies of the main components produced by PM and armature reaction, it can be considered that the frequencies of sideband radial force density are approximately equal to $\omega_s$. It is noteworthy that the damping factors have important roles for high-frequency resonance and the resonant effects will not be as significant as in the high frequency cases. As a consequence, the amplitudes of the sideband radial force density is the main factor rather than the spatial order. It means the low order sideband electromagnetic vibration will not be necessarily larger than the high spatial order one for sideband components. Hence, only the critical components proposed in (21) and (29) are taken into account in the model (31) to analyze the large amplitude components. However, it is still of particular importance to analyze the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components together with the resonant frequencies of their corresponding spatial orders.

B. Analytical Model of Main Components

Based on the aforementioned critical components of both low-frequency air-gap magnetic field and high-frequency sideband one, the main sideband radial electromagnetic force density components can be analytically derived. By substituting (21) and (29) into (31), the corresponding sideband radial electromagnetic force density components , which include $2p^{th}$ and $0^{th}$ spatial order ones, are obtained respectively as

$$
\begin{align*}
    p_{11} &= \sigma_1 C_{12} K_{p1} \sin(2\phi d + (\omega_s \pm \omega_1) t - 2\delta) \\
    &\mp \sigma_2 C_{14} K_{p1} \sin(2\phi d + (\omega_s \pm \omega_1) t + 2\delta) \\
    p_{15} &= \sigma_1 C_{12} K_{p1} \sin(2\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1) t - 2\delta) \\
    &\mp \sigma_2 C_{14} K_{p1} \sin(2\phi d + (\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1) t + 2\delta) \\
    p_{13} &= -\sigma_1 (C_{12} + C_{14}) K_{p1} \sin((\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1) t) \\
    &- \sigma_2 C_{12} K_{p1} \sin((\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1) t + 2\delta) \\
    &- \sigma_2 C_{14} K_{p1} \sin((\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1) t - 2\delta)
\end{align*}
$$

(32)

where

$$
K_{p1} = \frac{B_{p1} B_0}{2\mu_0}
$$

(33)

For the $2p^{th}$ spatial order components, there are generally four different frequencies of $\omega_s \pm \omega_1$ and $\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1$. The respective amplitudes of them can be evaluated as

$$
\begin{align*}
    P_{11} &= K_{p1} \sqrt{C_{12}^2 + C_{14}^2 + 2\sigma_1 C_{12} C_{14} \cos(2\phi d)} \\
    P_{15} &= K_{p1} \sqrt{C_{12}^2 + C_{14}^2 + 2\sigma_1 C_{12} C_{14} \cos(2\phi d)}
\end{align*}
$$

(34)

Meanwhile, there are two different frequencies of $\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1$ for the $0^{th}$ spatial order components. The corresponding amplitudes can be expressed as

$$
P_{13} = K_{p1} \sqrt{K_{13,1}^2 + K_{13,2}^2}
$$

(35)
Where

\[ K_{13,1} = (\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2)(C_{12}^2 + C_{14}^2) + 2\omega_2^2 C_{12} C_{14} \cos 4\delta \]
\[ K_{13,2} = 2\omega_2^2 C_{12} C_{14} + 2\sigma_1 \sigma_2 (C_{12} + C_{14})^2 \cos 2\delta \]  

\[ L_d, L_q \text{ in integral-slot PMSM are contributed mainly by the respective } L_{rad} \text{ and } L_{aq} \text{ from } p^{th} \text{ spatial harmonic component, as the leakage components are relatively small and normally negligible. Hence, the amplitudes of the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components can be approximated by assuming } L_d = L_{rad} \text{ and } L_q = L_{aq} \text{ as} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
P_{11} & \approx 2K_{13,1} C_{12} \\
P_{15} & \approx 2K_{13,2} C_{14} \\
P_{13} & \approx 2K_{13,1}(C_{12} + C_{14})
\end{align*} \]  

(37)

C. Sideband Electromagnetic Vibration

Based on the sideband radial electromagnetic force density models above, the amplitude of sideband electromagnetic vibration can be analytically derived as

\[ A_{m\omega_m} = \frac{\pi D_i L_{ef} P_{m\omega_m}}{m_c \sqrt{(\omega_m^2 - \omega_\mu^2)^2 + 4\omega_m^2 \omega_\mu^2}} \]  

(38)

where \( P_{m\omega_m} \) is the amplitude of \( m^{th} \) spatial order sideband radial electromagnetic force density component with frequency of \( \omega_m \), and can be directly obtained from (34) and (35). The angular natural frequency of the stator system for \( m^{th} \) spatial order mode, \( \omega_m \), can be accurately evaluated by eigen frequency analysis in mechanical FEA software [27]. Moreover, the modal damping ratio, \( \xi_m \), is suggested based on an empirical expression for the small-size electrical machines as [28]

\[ \xi_m = \frac{1}{2n}(4.39 \times 10^{-6}\omega_m + 0.062). \]  

(39)

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

A. Prototype Integral-Slot PMSM Drive System

The experimental investigations on a prototype integral-slot PMSM drive system under different operational conditions are comprehensively carried out in order to validate the analytical derivations developed in the foregoing sections. PMSMs with two slots per pole per phase, which can be facilitated with two-layer overlapping windings, are widely employed for various high-performance drive systems. Therefore, the prototype integral-slot PMSM for experimental validations possesses such configuration with 6 rotor poles and 36 stator slots. The machine, whose radial cross-section is depicted as Fig. 1, is driven by a conventional two-level VSI with SVPWM technique and maximum torque per ampere (MPTA) control

Fig. 1. The cross-section of the prototype integral-slot PMSM.

Fig. 2. The experimental setup of the PMSM drive system.

Fig. 3. Current waveform and spectrum at 1000rpm with no-load condition: (a) Current waveform, (b) Current spectrum at first carrier frequency domain.

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Machine Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pole number</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Slot number</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell diameter</td>
<td>188mm</td>
<td>Shell height</td>
<td>220mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator outer diameter</td>
<td>162mm</td>
<td>Axial stator length</td>
<td>129mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator inner diameter</td>
<td>104mm</td>
<td>Stator yoke height</td>
<td>11mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC link voltage</td>
<td>280V</td>
<td>PWM frequency</td>
<td>6kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>1000rpm</td>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>1250rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated torque</td>
<td>9.5Nm</td>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>1kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-axis inductance</td>
<td>5.8mH</td>
<td>q-axis inductance</td>
<td>18.6mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance</td>
<td>0.24mH</td>
<td>Winding coefficient</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this information, the article presents a comprehensive study on the sideband radial electromagnetic vibrations in integral-slot PMSM drive systems, including the derivation of the force density components and the experimental validations of the theoretical models.
strategy [29]. The main parameters of the drive system are given in Table III, and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The Dytran 3023A1 triaxial IEPE accelerometer is used to measure the radial vibration of the prototype stator during the experiment, while Soundbook Expander 908011.6 from SINUS Messtechnik GmbH is employed for data acquisition and process. The recommended measurement range of the accelerometer is from 1.5Hz to 10kHz. The specific combination of stator slot and rotor pole numbers together with the winding configuration can significantly reduce the harmful back electromotive force (EMF) harmonics, especially the fifth and seventh ones, in the prototype PMSM. As a consequence, harmful low-frequency armature current harmonics will be effectively mitigated in the experimental drive system. Since the SVPWM switching frequency for the prototype drive system is 6kHz, the frequencies of the first and second sideband components will reach up to near 6kHz and 12kHz, respectively. Electromagnetic vibration and acoustic noise for such high frequency as 12kHz are beyond the recommended measurement upper limit of the accelerometer. Moreover, the human ear is not very sensitive to such high frequency acoustic noise so that only the first sideband components for the proposed prototype integral-slot PMSM drive system are investigated in this paper.

The experiment test on the prototype integral-slot PMSM drive system are first carried out at operational speed of 1000rpm without load, followed by a 10N·m load from the dynamometer. Therefore, the influences of these current harmonics on the sideband current harmonics and their associated electromagnetic vibration can be neglected. Moreover, Fig. 3(b) provides the evidence of first sideband current harmonic components, and well validates that the \( \omega_s \pm 2\omega_f \) and \( \omega_s \pm 4\omega_f \)-order current harmonic components are the main ones near the first carrier frequency. With the MTTPA control algorithm, the modulation ratio with 10N-m load is nearly the same as one with no load condition and changes slightly from 0.769 to 0.789. Meanwhile, the torque angle is adjusted from about 0 to 22 degrees. It can be easily observed from Fig. 3(b) that the sideband harmonic components at first carrier frequency domain have exactly the same frequencies for both conditions. The negligible variation on modulation ratio but significant increase on torque angle make the sideband current harmonic components decline slightly under 10N-m load condition.

From the analytical derivations, those sideband current components will generate corresponding \( 0^{th} \) and \( 2p^{th} \) spatial order sideband radial electromagnetic force density components on the stator by interacting with the main low-frequency magnetic fields, and hence lead to sideband electromagnetic vibration and undesirable high-frequency acoustic noise. The natural frequencies of \( 0^{th} \) and \( 2p^{th} \) spatial order modes for the stator system are essential to analytically evaluate the respective electromagnetic vibration. Consequently, two-dimensional (2-D) structural FEA model together with an eigenvalue subroutine is employed to get the corresponding natural frequencies of the \( 0^{th} \) and \( 2p^{th} \) spatial order modes. A two mode shapes and their natural frequencies are obtained and illustrated in Fig. 4, which reveals 11730Hz and 8470Hz for \( 0^{th} \) and \( 2p^{th} \) spatial order modes respectively. There are usually distant deviations between the switching frequency and those natural ones to avoid potential resonances. However, distinctive audible noise can still be generated even though the carrier frequency is far away from the natural ones.
0N·m and 10N·m load from the dynamometer are captured and the corresponding spectra near the first carrier frequency domain is then compiled and compared with the analytical ones from (37) in Fig. 5, which clearly shows the vibrations occurring at frequencies of 5950Hz/6050Hz, 5850Hz/6150Hz, and 5750Hz/6250Hz, which are the \((\omega_s \pm \omega_1)\), \((\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)\), and \((\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1)\) respectively. The results validate those are the main sideband electromagnetic vibration components in the first carrier frequency domain. Although the natural frequency of \(0^{th}\) spatial order mode is much larger, the vibrations associated with the \(0^{th}\) spatial order ones with frequencies of 5850Hz/6150Hz are very close to the \(2p^{th}\) ones due to their larger radial electromagnetic force density amplitudes. However, the analytical results apparently overestimate sideband electromagnetic vibration components, as observed from Fig. 5. This is mainly due to the fact that the damping factor in the analytical calculation from empirical equation (39) are much smaller than the actual one. However, the employment of the empirical damping factor result will not lose the generality of the proposed analytical method, as it allows quick analytical evaluation without any experimental tests.

The prototype PMSM with interior PM configuration will be in severe magnetic saturation under some extremely heavy load conditions. The magnetic saturation will reduce the inductances values and introduce cross-coupling effect and hence increase the sideband current harmonics significantly [30]. However, the relevant parameters \(\sigma_1\) and \(\sigma_2\) given in (30) are almost immune to load and magnetic saturation for integral-slot PMSM. Therefore, the impact of magnetic saturation on the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components is very trivial and negligible. However, the load will increase the fundamental armature current component and hence the associated low-frequency armature reaction air-gap magnetic field. That may require a rise on the modulation ratio. Moreover, the torque angle, which has a mild effect on the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components from (34)-(36), will be adjusted under load conditions. As expected from the analytical models, the amplitudes of the main sideband electromagnetic vibration components are very close between results of 0N·m and 10N·m load from the dynamometer in Fig. 5, as modulation ratios are nearly identical. Therefore, the influence of torque angle on sideband radial force can be somewhat neglected, and the simplified analytical models in (37) are by and large valid for sideband electromagnetic vibration analysis of integral-slot PMSM in most cases. Both the analytical models and experimental tests have revealed that the impact of the torque load on the sideband electromagnetic vibration is very trivial.

### B. Electromagnetic Vibration with Different Speed Conditions

From the analytical models, the sideband current harmonic components and hence the associated sideband radial electromagnetic force density ones are mainly determined by the
modulation ratio and torque angle. Furthermore, it can be inspected from (37) that the sideband radial electromagnetic force density amplitudes are rather independent of the torque angle for integral-slot PMSM. As the prototype integral-slot PMSM is operated with no load condition (albeit involving small friction load), the modulation ratio of SVPWM is approximately proportional to the machine rotational speed. Therefore, the amplitudes of the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components in the prototype drive with no load conditions with different speed ranged from 0 to 1200rpm are evaluated based on the analytical models and depicted in Fig. 6. The characteristics of those three sideband radial electromagnetic force density components generally comport well with the ones of the corresponding current components. As expected, the amplitudes of all three components will gradually increase as the rotational speed and hence modulation ratio rise. It can be seen from the figure that the $0^{th}$ spatial order ones with frequencies of $(\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)$ are largest ones among the three, while $(\omega_s \pm \omega_1)$ ones are generally larger than the $(\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1)$ ones for the $2p^{th}$ spatial order components.

In order to validate the analytical models quantitatively, the amplitudes of the corresponding electromagnetic vibration components can be analytically evaluated by (38) with the results in Fig. 7. Moreover, comprehensive experimental tests are carried out to capture the stator vibrations of the machine with no load condition at different speeds. The corresponding amplitudes of the main vibration components in first carrier frequency domain are derived by taking the mean value of the amplitudes from five experimental samples in order to minimize the test error. The amplitudes of the $2p^{th}$ spatial order components with frequencies of $(\omega_s \pm \omega_1)$ and $(\omega_s \pm 5\omega_1)$, are compiled and compared with the analytical counterparts in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. Whilst, the ones of $0^{th}$ spatial order components with frequencies of $(\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)$ are obtained and compared in Fig. 7(c). There are notable deviations between the analytical and experimental results in Fig. 7, which reveals that the analytical models overestimate the $2p^{th}$ spatial order components but slightly underestimate the $0^{th}$ ones. However, the analytical results have demonstrated the tendency of the sideband electromagnetic vibration versus machine speed (modulation ratio) successfully. The analytical derivations of the sideband current harmonic components and the associated sideband radial electromagnetic force density components do not take into account the impacts of other harmonics and magnetic saturation in the machine, which are unavoidable in the prototype machine with interior PM configuration. Meanwhile, the analytical equation, which is employed to evaluate the vibration amplitude, neglects the influence of actual complex geometry of the stator. Moreover, the natural frequencies of the $0^{th}$ and $2p^{th}$ spatial order vibration modes are obtained from 2-D FEA, which ignores the axial effects and the impact of the phase windings. More importantly, the modal damping ratios are estimated based on the low-fidelity empirical formula which will potentially introduce considerable error. On the other hand, there are always some inevitable experimental errors. By allowing for all these factors, it is reasonable to conclude that experimental results are in satisfactory agreements with the analytical ones.

C. Influence of Switching Frequency

As the natural frequency of $2p^{th}$ spatial order mode for the stator system of the prototype PMSM is close to 8kHz from the 2-D FEA estimation, the stator can be potentially resonating and large sideband electromagnetic vibration is expected with the switching frequency of 8kHz. The experiment test on the prototype integral-slot PMSM drive system are carried out at operational speed of 1000rpm and no load condition with switching frequency of 8kHz. Fig. 8 depicts the corresponding stator system vibration spectrum near the first carrier frequency. The comparison between Fig. 5 and 8 reveals that the $2p^{th}$ spatial order components with frequencies of $(\omega_s \pm \omega_1)$, $(\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)$ are significantly aggravated by the resonating phenomenon at 8kHz, while the $0^{th}$ spatial order ones with frequencies of $(\omega_s \pm 3\omega_1)$ keep nearly the same as the natural frequency of $0^{th}$ spatial order mode are far away from 8kHz. Consequently, it is always of particular importance to keep the switching frequency far away from the natural ones of the main spatial order modes so that potential resonance for sideband radial electromagnetic force can be effectively avoided. Otherwise, severe ear-piercing and unpleasant acoustic noise is more likely to be produced by the sideband harmonic components.

VI. CONCLUSION

Analytical investigations of the sideband radial electromagnetic force density components and the associated sideband electromagnetic vibration in integral-slot PMSM powered by VSI with regular sampled SVPWM technique have been comprehensively carried out. The critical magnetic field components from low-frequency main and high-frequency sideband magnetic field responsible for sideband electromagnetic vibration are discussed and identified. The analytical expressions of the sideband current harmonics in the first frequency domain are employed to develop the main sideband radial electromagnetic force density components and electromagnetic vibration in analytical models. Furthermore, the experimental tests on a proposed integral-slot PMSM drive system are competently undertaken to validate the new derivations. The proposed analytical models not only can be employed to predict the sideband electromagnetic vibration, but also can serve as an effective tool during the design and optimisation.
stages for the machine, the power converter and the control algorithms. Moreover, the analysis approach presented can be easily adapted and applied to further studies of radial force density in other drive systems.

APPENDIX

The parameters $C_{12}$ and $C_{14}$ in equations (25) are determined by

\[
C_{12} = \frac{4}{\pi} \left( J_2 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) J_1 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) - J_1 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) J_2 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) \right)
\]
\[
C_{14} = \frac{4}{\pi} \left( J_1 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) J_1 \left( \frac{M \pi}{2} \right) \right)
\]

where

\[
M \in [0, 2/\sqrt{3}], \xi = \frac{3\sqrt{3}}{8\pi}
\]

and the $k^{th}$ order Bessel formula can be expressed as

\[
J_k(x) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{(-1)^n}{n!} \frac{1}{\Gamma(k+n+1)} \left( \frac{x}{2} \right)^{2n+k} \right)
\]

where

\[
\Gamma(k+n+1) = (k+n)!.
\]
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